[The immediate results of trabeculoplasty with the YAG-neodymium laser in wide-angle glaucoma].
There are discussed the observations that had been done for a period of 10 weeks about, after the YAG-neodymium laser trabeculoplasty for 79 eyes suffering of simple chronic glaucoma. The choosing of the patients has been done because of the tensional uncompensation under the maximum treatment for 42 eyes having ocular tension constantly over 30 mm Hg, or because of the lack tolerating the drugs, the secondary, effects, allergy. The average decreasing was of 6.31 mm Hg, high semnificative from the point of view of statistic mathematics but the decreasing of the tension researches 15 mm Hg for isolated cases, that permitting to decrease or renounce the drugs.